
Responding to Comments on Social Media

Rules of Engagement

Resource FAQ link: https://shiva4president.com/faq/

   Do a minimum of 20 minutes a day, 5 days each week.

   Step 1: Choose 3 platforms you like, e.g., Twitter, Facebook, YouTube, and check those
platforms for Dr. Shiva's new posts.
   
Step 2: For each new post, look at what others are saying in the Comments. You will
find different kinds of responses.   

Step 3: Read comment to see which one of the categories listed below it best fits into.   

Step 4: Once you find the right category below, the first sentence should be something
simple as shown below, and always have the respondent's first name (DO NOT RELY
ON THEIR HANDLE AUTOMATICALLY PLACED THERE), then copy and paste and
add the standard answer for that category from Shiva4President.com/FAQ

Step 5: If you see that one (1) other Warrior has already responded to a comment, then
find a new comment.

   Step 6: In - IN ADDITION to commenting, send a direct message to the person when
you think it's appropriate, and see if you can build a friendship and get their contact
information.

NOTE: If you see a new comment category emerging, let Heather and Michelle know. For any trolls, respond once,
and if they persist in being a troll, we will block them. Let Heather know their handle and the platform.
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COMMENT CATEGORIES

1. Support for Dr.SHIVA 4 President

Examples: "I will vote for you," "Shiva 4 President," etc.

Answer:
First sentence variations:

●   Hi <First name>, awesome!
● Yes, <First name>, I also support him!

Second sentence: Pls donate or volunteer at ShivaPresident.com. Come
THURSDAY to his Town Hall and you can speak to him. To RSVP:
VASHIVA.com/orientation.

Finally, check out TruthFreedomHealth.com, where you learn HOW to THINK, beyond
Left & Right.

2. General Support for Dr.SHIVA

Examples: "thank you Dr.SHIVA," "great video, " etc.

Answer:

First sentence variations:

● Hi <First name>, I agree!

Next sentences:
Come THURSDAY to his Town Hall. RSVP: VASHIVA.com/orientation.
Also, check out TruthFreedomHealth.com, where you learn to THINK beyond Left &
Right.

Did you know he's running for President? Visit ShivaPresident.com You can volunteer or
donate.
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3. Questions on Dr.SHIVA's ELIGIBILITY to run for President
since he's not born in America.

Examples: "He can't run for President," "he's not native born," etc.
First sentence variations:

● Hi <First name>.

Next sentences on platforms with limited space:

Glad you are bringing this up! I had wondered the same thing. Dr.SHIVA provides the
answer right here: Shiva4President.com/FAQ#3. To donate or volunteer:
Shiva4President.com.To attend his Open House each Thursday at 11am or 8pm, RSVP
here: VASHIVA.com/orientation

Next sentences on platforms with NO space limits:

Glad you are bringing this up!

Article 2 Section 1 of the Constitution referred to the "native born" requirement for being
President. However, "native born" was never defined. In fact the Maryland Legislature
voted to make Marquis De Lafayette and his family native born US Citizens.

Regardless, the Constitution is not a fixed document. It changes with things called
Amendments. The 5th and 14th Amendments combined with many Supreme Court
rulings made it explicitly clear that it is UNCONSTITUTIONAL to discriminate between a
Native Born and Naturalized Citizen.

Therefore, it is Unconstitutional to NOT allow Dr.SHIVA to run and moreover to become
President. This would violate those two Amendments, which abrogated/repealed Article
2 Section 1.

Finally, in 2011, the FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION (FEC) ruled a Naturalized
citizen can run for President and raise monies privately but just could not receive
matching funds.

This is clear as day, he can run and be President.

If any of the States challenge him, we will take this all the way to the Supreme Court.
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4. What is Dr.SHIVA's platform?

Thy for asking. Dr.SHIVA's platform isn't empty words. He has identified big problems &
GIVES solutions at his Town Hall every Thursday. RSVP: VASHIVA.com/orientation.

To donate & volunteer for his campaign: Shiva4President.com

His platform is here: https://shiva4president.com/about-shiva/

5. You're a Foreigner, Why Are You Supporting Dr. SHIVA?

America controls WHO,NATO, WEF, etc. Shiva4President.com will make the world a
better place for you & me.

Please donate or volunteer. And, come to Dr.SHIVA's next Open House for
TruthFreedomHealth.com this THURSDAY.
RSVP: VASHIVA.com/orientation.

6. Kennedy/Trump are good guys.

They're NOT one of us. They don't walk the walk. Check out:
RFKExposed.com.

Watch: Was TRUMP the Swamp? - YouTube -
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zXONIwgHyU.

Shiva4President.com is one of us. Donate or volunteer. RSVP to come to this
THURSDAY'S Open House: VASHIVA.com/orientation.

Best PracticeTip: Utilize the website resource link here: Shiva4President.com/faq
to quickly copy above answers with text/links and paste to your post after personalizing
each reply.
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